The main goal of this paper is to show a useful application of genetic psychology to artificial intelligence. It shows a way to intel']Yet some concepts of classification sttuetures by utilizing operative logic of classes defined by Jean PiageL This paper will show that classification systems can belong to one of three distinct stages: taxonomies. simple classifications and classifications with exceptions. Each of these stages will be analyzed through the same framework utilized by Piaget for analyzing human knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION
Genetic psychology is a science that studies the development of human knowledge. The main goal of this paper is to show a useful application of genetic psychology to artificial intelligence. Specifically, it shows a way to interpret some concepts of classification structures utilizing an adaptation of Piaget's operative logic of classes.
In speaking of intelligent computational systems we can have a notion of development, because if a computer can "know" something. that knowledge is developed through an interaction with an environment. Therefore, utilizing some concepts of genetic psychology may be useful for analyzing development in intelligent computational systems. This paper is restricted to a certain area of artificial intelligence, called "classification systems" or "inheritance theory." It will be briefly developed in section 2.
Classification systems can belong to one of three distinct stages: taxonomies. simple classifications and classifications with exceptions. Each of these stages will be analyzed through the same framework utilized by Piaget for analyzing human knowledge.
In section 3. the framework for analyzing classification systems will be very briefly introouced and summarized. That framework is a version of Piaget's operative logic of classes, extended by this author with two epistemic operators.
In section 4, the analysis itself will be carried out. The main properties and differences among simple inheritance. taxonomy and inheritance with exceptions will be demonstrated.
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS
It is possible to define a class as a collection of individuals with certain shared attributes. For example. the class of vertebrates is the collection of individuals that have a vertebral column. Thus, that class is characterized by the attribute "has a vertebral column." 175
